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5–MINUTE STRESS BUSTERS

There’s one kind of stress that is a normal, beneficial bodily response to our environment. Then there’s 
another type of stress that’s more self-imposed and, over time, wrecks major havoc on our health. This 
second type of stress is what we’re focusing on here.

When we’re imposing stress on ourselves our minds are not present; they’re off in the future trippin’ about 
something that hasn’t happened yet. Usually we have a freak out and convince ourselves something bad 
is going to happen if we don’t get things done. Sound familiar?

Because our minds are so powerful and play a major role in creating disease and our general experience 
of life, we have to learn to keep this type of stress in-check. Having simple stress-relief methods at our 
fingertips can also help us live our lives in a more positive way and boost our capacity to avoid mindless 
eating and other self- ‐destructive habits.  

5 IMPORTANT REASONS TO KEEP STRESS UNDER CONTROL:

1. Adrenal fatigue
Constantly stressing your adrenals—the tiny little glands that sit on top of your kidneys and 
produce cortisol, the stress hormone— leads to an imbalance that, left unchecked, can cause all 
kinds of problems from inflammation to depression.

2. Faster aging
If you look at someone’s brain scan you can’t tell their chronological age, but you can tell what age 
their body thinks it is. If you’re under a lot of stress your brain actually looks and acts “older”.

3. Poor memory
Studies on memory show that stress affects what and how well we remember things. The higher 
our stress levels, the more our short–term and long–term memories are affected. Chronic stress 
has also been linked to Alzheimer’s disease and dementia.

4. Decreased immune function
As we talked about with adrenal fatigue, stress raises your body’s production of cortisol and 
adrenaline hormones. In turn this lowers your immune response, making you more susceptible to 
illness like cold viruses and the flu. 

5. Infertility
If you’re facing in vitro fertilization or other assisted–reproduction procedures, managing stress 
can increase your chances of becoming pregnant. In a University of California, San Diego, study 
of 151 women ages 26–49, those who felt the least optimistic and most stressed by life events 
other than their infertility treatments when they began them were 93 percent less likely to give 
birth within five years.
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STRESS RELIEF TIP #1: Take a walk 

The power of walking as a stress-reliever is often underestimated. A short 5-minute walk can do wonders 
for shifting your attention away from your current challenges and towards appreciating the present 
moment and the bigger picture. 

You start breathing more fully and have an opportunity to notice what is going on around you (the flowers, 
the kids, the dogs, the other people) instead of what’s going inside of your head. Often, those who are 
feeling down or under a great deal of stress feel lost in their own minds; connecting with others is 
soothing and a good reminder to see the bigger picture. 

Bonus tip: If you can, walk around barefoot in grass. This is extremely calming for the nervous system and 
reduces the effects of electronics on the body. 

STRESS RELIEF TIP #2: Arm yourself with healthy snacks

According to an American Psychological Association (APA) survey, more women than men (one in three) 
turn to comfort food such as ice cream and cookies to ease stress. 

To set yourself up for success keep three or four healthy snacks on hand. Here are a few ideas: 

∫ 1⁄2 cup of grapes 

∫ 1 handful of raw almonds 

∫ 1 handful of walnuts 

∫ 1 orange 

∫ Veggie sticks and raw zucchini hummus 

∫ Veggie sticks and fresh salsa 

∫ Celery sticks and almond butter 

∫ 1 cup of kale chips 

STRESS RELIEF TIP #3: Turn on some tunes

According to a recent study published in the British journal Heart, slow or meditative music is a proven 
stress buster, so make a playlist on your ipod or Spotify account. 


